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My recipe in the WFIA Legislative Member Cookbook
This week, advocates from the Washington Food Industry Association
unveiled the long-anticipated 2020 Legislative Member Cookbook! I was
honored to submit a Multigrain Fry Bread recipe, which was developed in
collaboration with the Washington State University Bread Lab. The
WSU Bread Lab, located in the beautiful Skagit Valley I call home, conducts
research on thousands of lines of wheat, barley, buckwheat and other small
grains to identify those that perform well for farmers, and that are most
suitable for craft baking, cooking, malting, brewing, and distilling. Through
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innovation and discovery, and an appreciation of the culture and traditions
that define what we eat, the WSU Bread Lab plays a major role in moving
food systems in more meaningful and just directions.
Last November, I visited the WSU Bread Lab and participated in their annual
Bake for Good event. Afterwards, Dr. Stephen Jones, Director of the Bread
Lab, provided me a tour of their impressive space. I was honored to walk into
the sanctuary that holds 8,000 seed varieties that go back 500 years. I don’t
know if you have ever stepped into a longhouse, but it was that same
overwhelming feeling for me. When you step into a longhouse, there are
thousands of voices from the past and the future echoing through the place;
and this was what I heard when I stood among those seeds. The seeds carry
the voices of the past and the future; they carry the journey they took to
come into the Skagit and they carry the journey of where they will go next. I
hope you too can enjoy our recipe.

Thank you all for taking to the time to read this week’s Fantastic Friday, and
for taking an interest in our progress at the House of Representatives. I will
be sending out a Fantastic Friday letter each week throughout the legislative
session.
Please feel free to reach out to me using the information below, with any
questions, inquiries, or concerns you may have.
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I am here for you!
All best wishes,
Rep. Debra Lekanoff
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